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International Women's day 2022 

On 8th March, 2022, Vistare Home celebrated 112
th 

International Women's day 
2022. It is a day dedicated to honoring the achievements of women throughout 
history and all across the globe, and is typically a day for women from all different 
backgrounds and cultures to band together to fight for gender parity and women's 
rights. International Women's day is a day when all the women are recognized for 
their achievements without any regard to divisions.  

It is celebrated to reflect the progress made by women and 
to call for change and also to celebrate the courage and 
determination of strong women who have played a vital role 
in history. The moment was spent very happily everyone 
present at Vistare Home. All the girls delivered speeches, 
poems or shared their words on the topic Women's Day. 
The program was marked by gathering, sharing, listening 
and having special sweets all together.  

Every year, International Women's Day is celebrated on 
March 8 with great enthusiasm across the world to honour 
and cherish the women in our lives and womanhood in 
general. For 2022, the UN given theme is 'Gender 
equality today for a sustainable tomorrow', - ‘Break the 
bias’-  which aims at promoting gender equality all over the 
world.  

Participation and achievements of Vistare Girl 

One of the Vistare girls named Chhamji Sherpa from Bachelor in Business Studies 
(BBS) 1st Year at Viswa Deep Multiple Campus took part in Table Tennis Competition 
organized by her college. She grabbed the 3rd position in the competition. She 
received a certificate of appreciation along with Medal from Viswa Niketan Secondary 
School for securing 3rd position in Senior Girls Table Tennis competition held on the 
auspicious occasions of 76

th
 School Anniversary.  

One of the Vistare girls named Pema Lhamu Sherpa from Grade 12, student of 
Oxbridge International Higher Secondary School -  XII Hotel Management Faculty 
attended the 4 days Hotel Management Practical Course (XII) training conducted by 
Academy Of Culinary Arts & Hospitality Management with coordination of Oxbridge 
International Higher Secondary School during the month of March.  She along with 
her College batch mates  grabbed certificates for active participation and successful 
completion of seven practical sessions on core areas of hotel operations held by 
Academy of Culinary Arts & Hospitality Management.  

Practical Sessions of Hotel Management Student  



P A G E  :  2  Experiences 

Monitor of March 2022 –  Chhamji Sherpa 

 

Being the caption for March 2022 wasn't my first time. Therefore, it wasn't hard for 
me to fulfill my responsibility. As said - the more we dive into something the more 
we explore - I got to explore so many things this month, too. I not only looked after 
the home but also learnt so many experiences from other sisters, too. I tried my 
best in fulfilling my responsibility and realized my shortcomings. Hence, I can't wait 
to do much better in the coming days.  
 
At last, I would like to thank Vistare Administration from the bottom of my heart for 
providing such an incredible platform to collect my experiences and also build up 
my confidence and personality.  

Good Saturday In charge of March 2022 – Nga Chhoti Sherpa   

 

For March 2022, I became the Good Saturday Incharge. During the month, I took all the 

roles and responsibilities of the Good Saturday program. So, for the first Saturday, We 

decided to do a performance.  

Everyone came up with one talent and did their best to make the program 
successful. Likewise, on the second Saturday, all of us gathered together 
and did Zumba. On the third and fourth Saturday we did karaoke together 
and learnt different types of songs both English and Nepali. All of them 
cooperated with me and the first, second, third and fourth Saturdays were 
stunning and joyful. Similarly, I also tried my best to make the program 
more interesting.    

Best Specific Duty Holder - Stationery and Pet Care Incharge  

        - Saraswoti Bhujel  
Throughout the month of March, I held the responsibility of stationery distribution and pet 

care n charge. Holding responsibilities is not an easy task because we have to look after 

each and every thing that we do thoroughly. I must be very careful while holding the 

responsibilities.  

While I became in charge of stationery distribution, I learnt to utilize each stationery 

item. I also asked the girls to use the material properly. Being the pet care in charge, I 

cleaned the kennel and gave food to the dog in time. I am very thankful to the 

management team for giving me such a great opportunity.  

World Happiness Day is celebrated  

International Day of Happiness also known as World Happiness Day is 
celebrated every year around the world on 20 March. The day was 
observed at Vistare Home to spread awareness about the importance of 
happiness in our lives.  

On 15th March, 2022, Vistare Family Celebrated World 
Social Work Day which is observed every year on the third 
Tuesday in March. The day was observed at Vistare to 
recognize the hard work and diligence of social workers. On 
this day, a global organization of social workers advocates 
for social justice, human rights, and social development 
while promoting the best practices in social work.  Social 
workers serve many roles in our community. Moreover, in 
the case of Nepal, many changes have taken place in the 
society due to the selfless service of social workers.  

World Social Work day 
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Holi Festival Celebration at Vistare Home  

 

The Word “Holi” originates from “Holika” the evil sister of the demon king Hiranyakashipu. Holi is a popular 
ancient Hindu festival, originating from the Indian subcontinent. It is celebrated predominantly in India and 
Nepal, but has also spread to other areas of Asia and parts of the Western world through the diaspora 
from the Indian subcontinent. When love is in the air, you know it is time to celebrate Holi. The festival 
does not recognize any bars of caste, class or creed. Drenched in colours, everybody comes to resemble 
each other losing their original self. This is the beauty of this festival. Its uniqueness lies in the fact that this 
festival treats everybody at par, all differences dissolve in the coloured water that flows in plenty in it.  
 

It is the colorful festival which falls in the month of Falgun. So, it is also known as "Fagu Purnima" in other 
words. On this day, all the Vistare girls were excited to play with different colours in the Holi attire. Girls 
observed Holi with different color, danced in Holi song and clicked lots of photos in different poses. Every 
face was full of colors. All enjoyed in their own way by spreading the colors and so on. After the completion 
of Holi celebration in the afternoon, they had special delicious lunch and sweets together.  

Gyalpo Lhosar celebrations  

 

On 3rd March, 2022, Gyalpo Losar was celebrated at Vistare 
Home. Gyalpo Losar is one of the main celebrations of Buddhist 
community and also known to be the Tibetan New Year. People 
celebrate it by getting together with the family and spending some 
time sharing the joys and sorrows. Buddhists go to the 
monasteries and receive blessings from the elder member of the 
family and also from "Rinpoche". 
 
 

Vistare Home respects and follows all the 
religious and cultural aspects of its family. 
The Home family celebrated Gyalpo Lhosar 
culturally with a belief and respect to each 
other’s religion. On Loshar day, in the 
morning, the family worshipped Lord 
Buddha’s statue, prepared special food  
Khapse to offer and performed the puja to 
remember one another with belief and 
acceptance. The day was fully spent with 
special food, celebration and by being 
together along with Vistare Resident family.   

Happy Mahashivaratri 

 
Maha Shivratri is a day when people awaken their inner 
consciousness to discover the purpose of their being. This is the 
day to feel the presence of the Supreme Power within and 
around them. Vistare family observed the day wishing everyone 
to be blessed with everlasting happiness and success in life.  

Vistare Foundation Girls’ Involvement in Different Occasions  
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Drawing of "Fear is Toxic” and its interpretation of 

March 2022 by Binita Thapa  

Best Speech of the Month By Rejina Thapa Magar 

The side sketch depicts "Fear is Toxic" . If you 
overcome "fear" you win. In the subtle journey, fear 
can become a huge obstacle if one doesn't know 
how to handle them. So, fear exists just to hold you 
back. When one overcomes fear then there are 
more gains than losses.  
Furthermore, it's fear that freezes you at times 

when you are heading towards success. The best 

way to handle fear is to face it and destroy rather 

than regret it later. When you fear much, you lose 

the most and tend to remain back. As a human, 

one should never be ruled by fear rather one 

should learn to dance to the rhythm of fear.  

 

Ricardian Theory of Rent is based on the following assumptions:  

 Rent arises from land loans. 

 There is no rent on marginal land. 

 Land differs in fertility and situation. 

 Various plots of lands are cultivated in the declining order of their fertility. 

 The law of diminishing returns applies in agriculture. 

Likewise, the criticism of Ricardian Theory of Rent is:  

 No original and indestructible qualities of soil 

 Historically wrong 

 Wrong assumption of No Rent Land 

 Fails to determine rent 

 No perfect competition  

Ricardian Theory of Rent 

The Ricardian Theory of Rent was propounded and developed by the famous classical economist David 
Ricardo in his book "Principle of Political Economy and Taxation" in 1917. He restricted rent to land alone. 
According to him, "Rent is that portion of land of earth, which is paid to the landlord for the use of original 
and indestructible power of soil or Rent is the payment made by the tenant to the landlord for the use of the 
productive power of land.  

Likewise, "Rent originated due to the difference in the fertility” can be explained both in extensive and 
intensive cultivation.  
 
A) Rent under extensive cultivation: Extensive cultivation means extending the area of cultivation keeping 
the amount of labor and capital constant in order to increase agricultural production. 
 
B) Rent under Intensive Cultivation: Intensive cultivation means using the same plot of land more 
intensively using more and more units of labor and capital are used on the same plot of land the marginal 
return goes on diminishing.  
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P A G E  :  5  Academic and Non-academic Evaluation Report - March 2022   

Top Girl  Of Overall 
Evaluation  

in March 2022 ! 

Evaluation is one of the safest ways of assessing a person’s progress and learning competencies. 
Academically and non-academically, the girls at Vistare Foundation Girls’ Home are assessed every month 
in order to bring out the best in them and most importantly, to encourage them to move towards perfection 
sorting out their shortcomings.  
The following tables present the monthly evaluation of the Vistare Residential girls in March 2022. This 
month, Rejina Thapa Magar stood on the top in overall evaluation and Chhamji Sherpa stood on the top in 
academic evaluation. VFGH congratulates the two girls for the achievement and encourages rest of the 
girls to do better than this.  

Name: Chhamji                      

 Sherpa  

Grade :  BBS  1st 

 Year 

Faculty : Management  

Top Girls Of 
Academic 

Evaluation in 

Name: Rejina Thapa 

Magar  

Grade :  XII   

Faculty :Management  

Education is your power to make a Big Impact in life 

Education is the most empowering force in the world. It creates knowledge, builds 
confidence, and breaks down barriers to opportunity. For children, it is their key to 
open the door to a better life. However, it is a sad reality of our world today that 
millions of children will never receive this key. They are destined to stay locked in 
cycles of disadvantage and poverty.  

So, Vistare started to educate children since 2007 and has already succeeded in leading a number of students towards 
a better destination via education. It is walking in the path with its objective and mission incessantly to change at least 
one person’s view and mind which, in turn, will impact to educate their family, their locality and one day their nation and 
the world. Your support makes a difference. Please, join hand in the mission to educate the children for their better 
world.  


